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ABSTRACT 

Name  : Mery Anggara Putri  

Reg. Number : 40300117034  

Major   : English and Literature Department 

Thesis Title  : Political History of Northern Ireland in the Novel “Milkman” By 

Anna Burns Based on New Historicism Theory 

Supervisor I  : Dr. Rosmah Tami, S. Ag., M. Sc., MA. 

Supervisor II : H. Muh Nur Akbar Rasyid., M. Pd., M. Ed., Ph. D. 

 

Literature is not born autonomously but literature is always surrounded by the 

history of its time. The focus of this research is Milkman, a historical novel written by 

Anna Burns. This research aims to analyze the political history in the novel Milkman 

by Anna Burns. Descriptive qualitative method is used in this study. This research using 

the New Historicism approach developed by Brannigan. The researcher found several 

literary facts that paralleled to the historical facts of Northern Ireland. The results of 

this study indicates that the novel is based on Northern Ireland in 1970 historical event. 

Several factual events related in the novel to sectarian conflicts became the root of the 

problem presented in the novel. Sectarianism causes instability in that area and led to 

separation into several group. This condition led to different views and eventually to 

prolonged difficult conflict among Northern Ireland. Some sectarian forms in the novel 

are giving restricted names, regional restricted names, regional restrictions for traveling 

and many government spies roaming around. The representation of sectarian conflict 

found in the novel Milkman by Anna Burns include: bombings, legal inequality and 

curve restriction. 

Keyword: History, New Historicism, Political History, Milkman. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Literary works are here to offer a fictional reality built by the author as a 

result of interaction with the community and their environment. The reality that 

is built in fiction is the result of the reaction of various realities that occur. In 

literature, the language used is certainly different from the language used in 

everyday life. Language has an intensity function to unite various stories. This 

is a link between form and content to unite the two, because form is the same 

as content when the intensity of the language used is very strong in literary 

works. (Aminudin, 2013:5) 

In this study, the novel Milkman by Anna Burns became the object of 

research. This novel describes the conflict which is the main plot of the story. 

The conflict that is told is because of a religious sectarian conflict that turned 

into a regional sectarian. As a result of these sectarian conflicts, there are 

differences in views and opinions as well as, giving rise to the political structure 

of each group. Not only that, the impact of this sectarian conflict led to violence. 

Northern Ireland was in a state of conflict at the heart of the conflict lies 

Northern Ireland’s constitutional status. The conflict that occurred in Northern 

Ireland was a very sadistic and violent battle in terms of politics for 30 years. 

The main goal of the Society and the Protestants was to remain part of the 

British Empire. The goal of Ireland being a nationalist and republican, almost 

exclusively Catholic, was for the part of the Republic. (Dorney, 2015) 
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In Northern Ireland there was a conflict commonly called The Trouble, 

namely the sectarian conflict in 1968 - 1998 between loyalists (Protestants) who 

wanted the province to remain part of Britain, and nationalists (Roman 

Catholics) who wanted Northern Ireland to become part of the Republic of 

Ireland. There are several parties who took part in the conflict The Trouble is 

the British Army, the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) and the Ulster Defense 

Regiment (UDR) in 1992 called the Royal Irish Regiment. Their goal is to play 

the role of peacekeeper. The outcome of this peace game was marked by street 

fighting, bombings everywhere, and cessation without trial. This conflict 

resulted in an estimated 3,600 deaths and more than 30,000 injuries. The 

involvement of the British and Irish governments led to an effective partition 

arrangement in 1998 in the Northern Ireland Assembly in Stormont. 

(Wallenfeldt, 2020) 

This sectarian conflict resulted in a split between Catholics and Protestants 

in Northern Ireland. However, there are no theological differences but rather the 

politics that exist there. Political history is the narrative and analysis of events, 

ideas, movements, government organs, voters, parties and political leaders. In 

general, political history focuses on events related to states and formal political 

processes. Many things have been removed, both customs and education 

regarding the Republic of Northern Ireland, include Irish language is not taught 

in schools in Northern Ireland, everything that is illegal when flying the 

Republic of Ireland flag in Northern Ireland, also Republicanism is banned in 

Northern Ireland. Catholics generally considered themselves to be Irish in 
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general and sought the incorporation of Northern Ireland into the Republic of 

Ireland. However, the Protestants saw themselves as British and they feared 

they would lose their culture and privileges if the Irish Republic could defeat 

the North. 

The importance of studying history and making it a lesson as mentioned in 

the Qur’an. Q.S. Yusuf: 111: 

كِنْ تَصْدِيْقَ  
ٰ
فْتَرٰى وَل انَ حَدِيْثًا يُّ

َ
بَابِِۗ مَا ك

ْ
ل
َ
ا
ْ
ولِى ال

ُ
ا ِ
 
انَ فِيْ قَصَصِهِمْ عِبْرَةٌ ل

َ
قَدْ ك

َ
ل

  ِ
 

ل
ُ
 ك

َ
ذِيْ بَيْنَ يَدَيْهِ وَتَفْصِيْل

َّ
هُ ال ؤْمِنُوْنَ ) يوسف/ شَيْءٍ وَّ قَوْمٍ يُّ ِ

 
رَحْمَةً ل ( 111:  12دًى وَّ  

Meaning: “Verily in their stories, there is a teaching for those who have a 

reason. The Qur’an is not a fabricated story, but confirms the previous (books) 

and explains everything, and as a guide and mercy for the believers.” 

Allah again reminded that in the stories of the prophets and apostles, 

including the story of the prophet Yusuf, there are messages to be learned and 

lived by humans. Indeed, in their stories there is a teaching for those who have 

reason. The stories in the Qur'an are not made up stories or mere tales of 

consolation, but they confirm the content of the previous books, namely the 

Torah, Zabur, and Gospel, which explain everything about the principles of the 

Qur'an. principles of values needed by humans in order to achieve happiness in 

this world and the hereafter, and as a guide to the straight path and a blessing 

full of grace for those who believe. Surah Yusuf begins with the statement that 
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the Qur'an is verses from a real book. The Qur'an tells the best stories throughout 

the history of humanity. This sura then closes with a verse that reaffirms the 

lessons in these stories for people of sense. This is proof of the harmony and 

coherence of the content of the Qur'an. Alif laam miim raa'. Only Allah knows 

the meaning of this expression. These are the verses of the Qur'an that Allah 

revealed to the prophet Muhammad. It contains instructions and teachings for 

mankind. And know that the Book which has been revealed to you, O Prophet 

Muhammad, from your Lord is true from Him, the All-Knowing Lord; But most 

people don't believe in Him. Listening to and studying the history of the nations 

certainly leads us to self-awareness, fostering motivation and mental strength to 

always obey and obey the commands of Allah mandated by the Apostles. 

History is a mirror of past life so that it can be a lesson and an example for the 

generations to come. (Kemenag RI) 

Several studies related to the object of the Milkman novel have been carried 

out by several other researchers. First, the paper discusses Anna Burns’s 

Milkman, Awarded the Man Booker Prize in 2018, the winner of Ireland’s first 

fictional contest that tells the story of loneliness and the lives of women in 

trouble. Many Irish writers have written about the lives of many Irish women 

and reminiscing about the past. Burns denounces violence in the second 

community and does not describe the devastating impact it had. This analysis 

draws on Hayden White’s notion of scandal which is written in a stylistic way 

to show the life of the North when it is troubled. The author develops an 

extraordinary writing that combines seemingly contradictory elements include 
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logorrhea and silence and to argue that Burns develops a form of traumatic 

realism effectively portraying the mechanisms of insidious trauma. (Piątek, 

2020) 

Second, the researchers argues that the novel Milkman by Anna Burns 

refuses to forget and continues its efforts towards gender justice without voting 

for its campaign. The Milkman novel laments problems with the public, treaty 

trials and so on. With the narrator and protagonist in the novel by Burns tells 

how the narrator escapes the reality of violence by “reading while walking”. 

Researchers after seeing and reading Milkman can conclude that this is a 

response to forced forgetfulness. In this research, the researcher will analyze the 

political history in the novel by Anna Burns entitled “Milkman”. 

Milkman is a novel about the history of the absence of the names with the 

surrounded political history of Northern Ireland. An unnamed town in Northern 

Ireland in the 1970s that is split down sectarian lines, runs on its own skewed 

and corrupted structures of power and has its own tightly controlled conventions 

and rules. This is a society in which reading a 19th-century novel is seen as 

more subversive than carrying a gun, and in which your forename or choice of 

vocabulary instantly marks you out as coming from “over the road”, “over the 

border” or even “over the water”. 

There has been no previous research that discusses the object of this research 

with the theory of New Historicism, so it can be said that this research is truly 

original and up-to-date, especially the political history in the Novel Milkman 
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by Anna Burns. Through this comprehensive exploration of the New 

Historicism study (the political history of Northern Ireland), The Trouble or 

Political Sectarian conflict in Anna Burns’ novel Milkman against political 

assertion throughout the history of Northern Ireland will be described and 

examined. In addition, this study will explain how to represent the political 

history of Northern Ireland through a new historicism approach using parallel 

reading between literary and non-literary texts. In this regard, this research will 

provide new insights into the representation of political history through literary 

texts, especially for students majoring in literature. 

Brannigan (1999) asserts that the theory of new historicism is an approach 

that connects text and context to the important content of the border political 

dimension related to literary interpretation. In the view of new historicism, all 

type of texts are political ‘langueage of instruction’, therefore texts mediate 

social, political and cultural. Barry defines New Historicism as a method of 

study based on the parallel reading of literary and non-literary texts, usually 

from the same historical period. Where literary texts is novel by Anna Burns 

entitled “Milkman” and non-literary texts (journal, articles, megazine, 

newspaper and news) (Artika, 2015). New Historicism will study the history 

contained in a novel by juxtaposing historical texts that contain the same facts 

as those in the novel. Aspect of the political history can be analyzed using the 

study of New Historicism. Political history that examines the problem of 

government, state (including political parties) and power. So many history 

textbooks contain a series of events about kings, states, nations, governments 
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and so on related to politics, so that the phrase “history is past politics” arises. 

Politics is present history” which clearly shows the relationship between politics 

and history (Kendle, 1990). In Milkman, everyday behavior, even non-political 

ones, is politized like presence of the flag and paramilitary. 

The word New Historicism was first used by Stephan Greenblat in an 

introductory journal edition of the genre in 1982, to offer a new perspective on 

renaissance studies. New Historicism examines a literary work not only in terms 

of literary works as a whole, but the theory of New Historicism juxtaposes non-

literary texts with literary texts. History seen through the study of New 

Historicism will be seen through history at that time which is found in literary 

works and then juxtaposed with non-literary texts as a reference. New 

Historicism gives an equal share of literary and non-literary texts. 

B. Research Question 

Based on the introduction above, the writer develops the research question 

as follow: 

What the political history facts are contained in the Milkman Novel by Anna 

Burns? 

 

C. Research Purposes 

By following of the problem above, the objective of the study can be decided 

as: 

To find out the political history facts are contained in the Milkman Novel by 

Anna Burns. 
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D.  Significance of the Research 

This research has theoritically and practically significance. Theoritically, 

this research can be used as a contribution to the development of literary science 

and is expected to motivate to know about history and especially novels with 

the historical genre, this can be investigated with New historicism theory to see 

the political conditions at that time. In practically, The Researchers hope this 

research can useful and learn more about political history with New Historicism 

theory. Specially, English and Literature Department can understand about the 

theory and how to apply in another literary works or object. This research can 

be used as a reference in further research.  

 

E. Scope of the research 

This study includes the words and sentences contains in the novel Milkman 

by Anna Burns which can explain parts of the history of the conflict namely the 

trouble in Northern Ireland which is analyzes the sentences which in it there is 

a fact of political history that occurs around the main character in the novel. 

This study uses a new historicism approach by Brannigan (1999).  
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Review of Related Literature 

The existing articles related to the object have been published by several 

recent publications. 

First, Laura Miller (2018) in her magazine “A Novel About Coming of Age 

Amid the Troubles in Anna Burns’s “Milkman,” political terror and sexual 

surveillance compound the claustrophobia of adolescence” says that the novel 

Milkman by anna Burns is about a form of totalitarian control, but still 

charming. “Milkman” is an interesting storyline implicating the main character, 

a fourty one years old married local man who is well-known as a people who 

work in the paramilitary group. He started appearing when the sisters were 

walking (and reading) or running into the Park. He offers her a ride, displaying 

detailed knowledge of her routine. This novel tells of problems in Northern 

Ireland in the 1970s when there is an urban war. Laura Miller explained that 

this novel is told in a way that is not convoluted and contains a rough 

impression. This article also discusses a little about the background of the author 

of the novel Milkman who was born and raised in Belfast, Northern Ireland, and 

the use of obscure pseudonyms in the novel include “Deniers” and “opposite 

religions” and others. 

Laura Miller argues that the novel Milkman shows how the narrator 

perceives his environment that he adheres to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

literature. Paramilitary who has turned into a quasi-gang at the time of Balaclava 
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and Halloween all the belongings of the population were seized for the good 

and defense of the area. much-discussed about patriarchy, the power of men 

who feel superiority, will not be tolerated when it is considered not to be 

subservient to men or can be said to “do not recognize the superiority of men”. 

Second, Aoileann Ní Éigeartaigh (2020) an article entitled ‘This was the 

“I’m male and you’re female” territory’: Inserting Gender into the Historical-

Political Binary in Anna Burns’s Milkman”. This essay analyzes the tactics 

used by Anna Burns and how she describes the exercise of authority and control 

over naming and past historical myths and how gender identity has been 

submerged through historical hegemony through the novel’s protagonist. Anna 

Burns demands the kind necessary to challenge political conflict, deconstruct 

linguistic constructs in exposing women’s collusion and silence. The lack of 

definite names gives an edited feel to the text as if the characters are hiding their 

true identities to protect themselves from scrutiny. That is because names tend 

to be closely related to political affiliation in Northern Ireland. 

Third, Lauane Campos Souza (2019) an article entitled “The Absence of 

Names and The Lost Individuality is Milkman by Anna Burns”. From this paper, 

the researcher finds that Anna Burns uses the flow of consciousness technique 

that uses the narrator as a protagonist by remembering and telling her past 

related to the milkman. The secrecy or absence of the names of the characters 

in the novel and only using nicknames based on relationships and functions, the 

author brings out the characters and explores the thoughts of the protagonists 

then creates a sense of distrust and an atmosphere of conflict. This is an aspect 
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that is present in the novel as Anna Burns has said in several interviews 

includethe problem of the conflict in Belfast, Northern Ireland. However, for 

those who have often heard and read about the history of Northern Ireland, they 

are familiar with socio-political and religious matters. Although it’s happening 

in Northern Ireland but it’s also been in a few other countries so, that’s very 

likely to mean universally about civil war, terror and bombing. 

Fourth, Ingvild Rytter (2020) discusses “Moments in the Middle (Narrating 

a Self Under the Shroud of Social Control in Anna Burns' Milkman)”. The thesis 

explores how social control mechanisms can influence self-development and 

how this is reflected in the narrative voice of Anna Burns’ Milkman. It looks at 

the stylistic choices that reveal the narrator’s experience and the cognitive self 

in the context of a universe in which supervision and scrutiny from a limited 

space for that self. The complex historical and political context is largely left to 

focus on the individual, but the theoretical framework draws on multiple fields 

in an attempt to see the middle sister in a greater cross-disciplinary 

understanding. This thesis will explore the wider context of social control and 

self-concept in Anna Burns’ Milkman by dissecting the narrative voice of the 

middle sister. It will show how the middle brother’s narrative functions as a 

manifestation of the complex social world in which he is forced to function. The 

researcher get the point about narrative form deepens our understanding of 

middle sister’s position of submission and nonsubmission to the outside 

subjugation and expectation, her position of being an unwilling centre stage, 

leaving her lost in a vacuous middle, searching for her being. In her continuous 
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circumfusion and circumvention in and out of the story of her, the narrative 

remains circular between society and self, but always ultimately returning to 

that self. 

Fifth, Holly Wielechowski (2021) an article entitled “Invented Histories: 

Gossip as Archival Practice in Anna Burns’ Milkman.” The article says 

archiving practices are evident in Anna Burns’ novel Milkman. This novel 

depicts the complex power dynamics that prevail in the Catholic community. 

The authors argue that contemporary archival interior structures described by 

Burns are preserved through gossip as an oral form of archiving, demanding 

community conformity demands conformity from local communities through 

threats. retaliation in response to non-normative behavior. Because of the 

gossip’s ability to operate on the emotional climate of society, such conformity 

is achieved through rendering private feelings a public influence, or what might 

be called social circulation and the exchange of private emotions; because of 

the high social value of this currency, gossip carries with it the threat of 

exclusion and the filing of those who do not comply with the implied norms of 

society. 

The literature review above contains a discussion of the object of research, 

namely the novel Milkman by Anna Burns. Researchers try to find out more 

about the object to be studied. All the literature reviews that have been written 

are interrelated with each other, discussing the history associated with the 

Northern Ireland conflict, social conditions including the pressure felt by the 

narrator due to environmental factors, and also very complicated political 
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problems. All of these discussions are included in the New Historicism Study 

introduced by Stephen Greenblatt. 

According to Barry (Taufiq 2010:204) there are three layers that can be done 

in an effort to explain historical phenomena through the text. First, through 

ideology, which is an academic phase to unmask the ideology behind the text. 

Text doesn’t just exist. As a construction that records historical events through 

its language network, the text accommodates and reflects the ideology behind 

it. According to Gallagher (1999:434) In fact, the ideological dimension is the 

most dominant thing in the study of new historicism. Second, through discursive 

practices that occur in their own time; that is, an attempt to explain discursive 

practices that have occurred. Through the text, the discursive practice can be 

read, disassembled, and adequately explained. Third, through the current 

discursive practice, namely when the text is already in the struggle and struggle 

of discourse in the present context, because only through current discursive 

practice, substantial and fundamental things in the dimensions of human life 

can only be stated to be related to historical past even. (Andri Wicaksono, 

2018:14) 

 

B. Conceptual Framework 

There are several aspects in the idea of New historicism that need to be 

known so that it becomes a basis and guide so that the focal point is clearer. 
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1. History 

The term history has changed from an ancient Greek verb meaning 

“to know,” says Philip Durkin of the Oxford English Dictionary. The word 

“history” which comes from Greek originally means investigation, the act 

of seeking knowledge. through the search process it becomes a short jump 

to the stories of events that may be collected and we usually call stories. 

History is the have a look at of the past – especially the people, 

societies, events, and problems of the past – as well as our tries to understand 

them. It’s miles a pursuit commonplace to all human societies. records can 

take the shape of outstanding tale, a rolling narrative filled with 

extraordinary personalities and stories of turmoil and triumph. Every 

technology adds its chapters to history whilst reinterpreting and finding new 

things in the ones chapters already written. 

Traditionally, the study of history has been considered a part of the 

humanities, alongside a subject includeliterature. The object of concern that 

is studied in history will be very broad, both in terms of time and events. 

Apart from being an event, history is also the name of the branch of science 

that studies historical events. As a science, history is tasked with studying 

various important humanitarian events that occurred in the past. The results 

of historical studies conducted by historians are in the form of narratives 

which are widely known as histography. Several things must be considered 

related to history so that it does not, namely, Historical events, the events 

that have occurred will not occur at another time or in another place or called 
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once occurs or einmalig, Historians, are people today who try to reconstruct 

historical events. Historians cannot find all the facts but only some of the 

historical events and Historiography is the work of historians to reconstruct 

historical events or the technical term historical reconstruction. 

Further to being an interesting topic of take a look at in its personal 

proper, historians regularly declare that the observe of history teaches 

valuable instructions approximately past successes and disasters of leaders, 

economic systems, types of government, and different ordinary issues inside 

the human story. One may also examine from ancient elements that result 

in the rise and fall of nation-states or civilizations, motivations for political 

moves, the effects of social philosophies, and perspectives on lifestyle and 

technology. 

 

2. New Historicism 

The time period new historicism was first used by Stephen 

Greenblatt in an advent to the 1982 version of the journal genre, to provide 

new views in the take a look at renaissance, emphasizing the relevance of 

literary texts with diverse social, financial, and political forces that surround 

it (I Wayan Artika, 2015:51). In beginning theory, A complete advent to 

Literary and Cultural idea, a translation of Peter Barry’s work, the terms 

“New Historicism” are used in Indonesian. 

Begining Theory, A Comprehensive Introduction to Literary and 

Cultural Theory by Peter Barry introduced New Historycism which in 
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Indonesian is termed ‘new history’ and ‘new history’. The term ‘new 

historicism’ was translated by Ismayasari who took it from Michael Ryan’s 

translation. The term ‘new history’ which contains two things, namely 

understanding literature through history and knowing culture, history, and 

thought through literary texts (I Wayan Artika, 51: 2015). Therefore, New 

Historicism does not distinguish between literary and non-literary texts, 

include the Old History view (history as the background of literary works) 

or New Criticism (autonomous literature or a history). Specifically, the 

study of new historicism tries to interpret and re-examine the construction 

of power and the network it has formed through adequate reading of existing 

literary texts. The literary text is parsed in such a way in order to reveal the 

discursive practice that develops and operates in it. Therefore, in the context 

of the study of new historicism, it is the same as trying to open the veil of 

power praxis that runs through literary texts. 

Historical events are suspected of having underlying underlying 

contents include ideology, politics, and socio-culture. Therefore, according 

to new historicism, the most important thing is to look at the phenomena 

behind these historical events to dismantle the ideological, political and 

socio-cultural dimensions. The main work of new historicism is to read, 

disassemble, and re-examine these historical events in the ideological, 

political and socio-cultural contexts. 
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New historicism consists of things, particularly (1) understanding 

literature via history and (2) understanding the subculture, records, and 

thought through literature. consequently, new historicism does now not 

distinguish literary texts from non-literary ones, which includes the view of 

antique history (history as the history of literary works) or new grievance 

(autonomous or ancient literature). New historicism applies the intertext 

working technique via analyzing numerous texts in parallel (parallel 

studying) because all texts are products of the times and are interconnected. 

The utility of the new historicism method, reading literature “in a series of 

files”. (Peter Barry, 2009:166) 

New historicism does not value cultural products (high-low, literary-

nonliterary, serious-popular) but rather shows how a various variety of texts 

related to the problem of the era because literature and history have a 

relation. New Historicism holds that there is no objective, coherent, and 

accurate history. All history is written by people and can always be 

rewritten. Therefore, history always contains the subjective bias of the 

author. It is this subjective bias that influences their interpretation of the 

past. Based on this view, they put forward their belief that history is only 

one of many discourses used to interpret and understand the events 

experienced by mankind. In this new perspective, history is on a par with 

sociology, political science, or the sciences other similar. 
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3. Politics  

Politics is a phenomenon that is closely related to the life of social 

beings. Etymologically, the word “Politik” comes from the Dutch language 

“politiek” and the English language “politics” I, both of which come from 

the Greek word “Politika” which means from, for, or related to citizens. In 

general, politics is a process of forming and distributing power in a society 

in which the form is a decision-making process, especially within the state. 

The term history has changed from an ancient Greek verb meaning 

“to know,” says Philip Durkin of the Oxford English Dictionary. The word 

“history” which comes from Greek originally means investigation, the act 

of seeking knowledge. through the search process it becomes a short jump 

to the stories of events that may be collected and we usually call stories. 

In public life, the term “politics” was originally introduced by Plato 

in his book entitled “politeia” which is also known as “the Republic” and 

later developed through Aristotle’s work, known as “politica” (Deliar Noer, 

1982: 11-12). The works of Plato and Aristotle are seen as the starting point 

of political thought in the history of their development, where it can be seen 

that “polity” is a term used as a concept of organizing society because both 

works discuss issues related to issues of how the government is. 

implemented to create a political community group or a good state 

organization. 

Thus, the concept contains various elements, include institutions that 

carry out government activities, community groups as interested parties, 
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policies, and laws that become the means of regulating society and the ideals 

to be achieved. Maurice Duverger says the definition of politics is power, 

the strength of the entire network of institutions that are related to authority, 

in this case, the atmosphere is dominated by some people over others. And 

According to Andrew Heywood, the definition of politics is the activity of 

a country that goals to create, preserve, and amend all preferred policies that 

govern its life, which means that that it cannot be separated from the 

symptoms of war and cooperation. 

The term politics evolved in such a way that it was absorbed into our 

language (Indonesia) with 3 (three) meanings regarding the government of 

one country against another, deceit or cunning, and is also used as a name 

for a discipline “knowledge namely political science” (WJS 

Poerwadarminta, 183: 763). There are 2 views on politics, namely: 

1. The view that links politics with the existence of a state, namely: central 

and regional government affairs 

2. Views that relate to issue of power, authority and/ or with conflict. 

Dr. Kartini Kartono (1989: 5) sees the definition of politics from two 

aspects, namely: from the structure and institutions, politics can be 

interpreted as follows:  

1. Everything that has to do with government (regulations, government 

actions, laws, laws, policies), beleid and others;  

2. Regulation and control by the state;  

3. How to govern a certain territory;  
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4. The organization, arrangement, and actions of the state or government to 

control the state in a constitutional and formal juridical manner. 

Gabriel A. Almond argues that there are six political institutions in 

a political system: interest groups, political parties, the legislature, the 

executive branch, the bureaucracy, and the judiciary. The political structure 

proposed by Almond is not only relevant to the political system in modern 

countries but also traditional countries. 

Looking at the definition of politics above, it can be concluded that 

politics is not only related to the state, because certain conflicts, provisions, 

regulations, symptoms, and social problems can also be political or can be 

turned into political problems. Politics if it does not work properly, there 

will be politicization in it. In this case, Deutsch says Dr. Kartini Kartono in 

M.H. Ahmad Sadzali :2018): “Politicization is making things politica” 

(politicization is making everything into politics). It is inevitable in people’s 

lives that a problem will turn into a political problem when the government 

is involved in solving it or engages itself in solving it, and these solving 

social problems are referred to as political activity and on the other hand, 

thwarting government efforts to interfere in solving a social problem is also 

called political activity. 
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C. Milkman 

1. Synopsis 

In Milkman, the name is lacking. people, as well as locations, are all 

referred to as by nickname; on this experience, the reader need to get used to 

the truth that the main man or woman is handiest “middle sister”, and the 

country she lives in is only “our facet” and “this side of the street”. 

Middle sister is telling her tale in the destiny, remembering when she 

was eighteen years antique and she met a milkman. “He is no longer our 

milkman. I don’t suppose he belongs to anyone. He failed to take milk orders. 

No milk about him” (Burns, 2018: 2). This man showed as much as her on a 

weekday, on the end of his shift, drove slowly via her aspect, and presented 

her a trip home. middle sister was analyzing Ivanhoe on her manner home, this 

addiction, as we shall see, gave people something to speak approximately, and 

opened up possibilities for the milkman’s approach and she or he turned down 

the journey due to the fact she did not know this man, who knew his complete 

family, and his exercises. and even “possibly her boyfriend”. 

The milkman seemed over and over, throughout his run within the 

parks and reservoirs, after his French training downtown, and so forth. He 

spoke in a non-threatening way, so he did not realize a way to address 

situations that didn’t pose any bodily chance. It brings studying to the town 

where he lives: civil war and sectarian war. it is a country marked by way of 

mistrust, violence, and strife; the primary difference is faith, and people live 

in separate locations consistent with their ideals. 
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What the milkman did turned into mental abuse and he understood that 

he desired it. The network she lives in starts speakme approximately this 

meeting and that they determine that the sister is having an affair with this a 

great deal older married man. Of route, he did it after paintings. The middle 

sister is attempting the whole thing to avoid the following meeting due to the 

fact she is afraid of him and his threats to his lady friend. 

Although it appears that there is no first-rate plot twist in this tale, the 

narrative receives the reader captive. through the stop, the middle sister grew 

more conscious of what’s being performed to her and is appearing extra 

actively. She receives to the factor of subsequently talking to people 

approximately the rumors, to understand how this escalated so quick and how 

no person sees her because the victim she is. 

A lady, named tablet’s woman, is famous for poisoning other people’s 

drinks; considered one of her sufferers happens to be a center sister and after 

this incident, pill’s girl is killed. This reasons a shift within the community’s 

thoughts since the simplest affordable rationalization is that the milkman 

brought on this murder for the safety of the middle sister. The associates begin 

to keep away from her via fear and stand watching every move she makes in 

public. 

Not lengthy after that, the milkman is assassinated. This turned into 

earlier warned at the very first line of the book: “The day anyone 

McSomebody placed a gun to my breast and called me a cat and threatened to 

shoot me turned into the same day the milkman died” (Burns, 2018: 1). 
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2. Biography of Anna Burns 

Anna Burns (born 1962 in Belfast, Northern ireland) is a author from 

Northern Ireland. She was born in Belfast and raised within the operating-

class Catholic district of Ardoyne. He attended St center college. Gemma. 

In 1987, he moved to London. In 2014, he turned into dwelling in East 

Sussex, at the south coast of England. Her novel Milkman won the 2018 

Man Booker Prize, the 2019 Orwell Prize for political fiction, and the 2020 

international Dublin Literary Award. 

Her first novel, No Bones, is an account of a lady’s life growing up 

in Belfast in the course of the issues. The dysfunctional circle of relatives in 

the novel symbolizes the Northern Ireland political situation. No Bones 

gained the 2001 Winifred Holtby Memorial Prize presented by the Royal 

Society of Literature for the first-class nearby novel of the 12 months inside 

the United Kingdom and Eire. Some of the novels that depict the problems 

inside the Literature of Northern Ireland, No Bones is considered a critical 

work and has been as compared to Dubliners by using James Joyce for 

shooting the Belfast population’s everyday language. 

Her 2nd novel, Little structures, become posted in 2007 via Fourth 

property (an imprint of Harper Collins). it’s miles a darkly comic and ironic 

tale focused on a woman from a tightly-knit circle of relatives of criminals 

on a task of retribution. 
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In 2018, Burns gained the man Booker Prize for her third novel 

Milkman, making her the first Northern Irish author to win the award. After 

the rite, Graywolf Press introduced that it might submit “Milkman” within 

the U.S. on 11 December 2018. Milkman is an experimental novel set all 

through. The issues navy war within the Seventies, wherein the narrator is 

an unnamed 18-year-vintage female referred to as “center sister” who’s 

stalked via an older paramilitary determine, Milkman.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Method of The Research 

The research method used in this research is descriptive qualitative. A 

descriptive qualitative method, namely research that intends to understand the 

phenomena of what the research subject is experiencing as a whole, and using 

descriptions, the data collected takes the form of words or pictures. The results 

of written research contain quotations from the data to illustrate and provide 

evidence of presentation. (Emzir, 2012: 3) 

The novel research entitled Milkman by Anna Burns uses qualitative 

descriptive research methods. Done by describing the facts followed by 

analysis, but not only describing but also providing sufficient understanding and 

explanation. (Ratna, 2013: 53) 

 

B. Resources of Data 

In this research, the researcher has two data sources. There are primary and 

secondary data. The primary data of this research is taken from a novel, namely 

“Milkman” by Anna Burns. First published by Faber & Faber in 2018 with a 

total of 368 pages and this novel is a historical novel genre. and secondary data 

of this research are taken from book, articles, news, magazine: 

1. Book: 
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a) Northern Ireland Since 1969 (Paul Dixon, Eamonm, and O’Kane: 

2011) 

b) Representing the Troubles in Irish Short Fiction (Michael L. Storey: 

2004) 

c) Religion, Identity, and Politics in Northern Ireland: Boundaries of 

Belonging and Belief (Claire Michell: 2006) 

d) Historical Dictionaries of Northern Ireland (Gordon Gillespie:2008) 

e) Armed Struggle (The History of the IRA) (Rogelio Alonso: 2006) 

f) The Longest War Northern Ireland’s troubled history (Marc 

Mulholland:2002) 

2. Article 

a) How Did the Shankill Road Become Northern Ireland’s Most 

Notorious Street? (Niall McGrade: 2017) 

b) Flags and Emblems (Diplay) Act (Northern Ireland) (Martin 

Melaugh:1954) 

c) Only Women Bleed by Alice Cooper. (Songfacts.com) 

3. News 

a) Car Bomb Kills Airey Neave (BBC On this Day│30│1979) 

b) The Trouble (Jeff Wallendfeld: 2020) 

c) “Match of the Day Begins” (BBC.com) 

4. Megazine 

a) Words and Music (Bilboard Publication:1975) 
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C. Instrument of Research 

In collecting data, the researcher using note-taking as an instrument of the 

research. Note-taking is recording information that needs to be noted when 

reading or getting a reference. After reading it, the researcher concludes each 

chapter of the novel Milkman and other important supporting references. 

 

D. The Procedure of Data Analysis 

The steps taken to obtain data are: 

1. Read the novel Milkman, 

2. The researcher choose the sentences about the political history that related 

to the study from the text novel. 

3. The researcher mark and note the work or sentence from the text which 

having the relation with this study. 

4. The researcher make the representation based on the data that have been 

mark before. 

5. The researcher started to analyze the data. Analyzed data which contained 

the fact of the political history by using descriptive qualitative method. 

6. Last, the researcher made the conclusion and suggestion of this study. 

 

E. The Technique of Data Analysis 

In this study, data analysis technique utilize non-literary texts as an effort to 

integrate the literary texts to be analyzed. This study procedure includes: 
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a. Parallel reading technique, which is a technique that is carried out by reading 

literary texts (novels) with non-literary texts in the form of history books, 

articles, scientific journals, megazine and information from the internet 

related to the 1960s tragedy in Northern Ireland; 

b. The analysis used includes data presentation and discussion; and 

c. The presentation of conclusions from the analysis of facts regarding 

political-history in the novel Milkman which has been aligned with non-

literary texts that have the same subject matter.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter consists of two parts. The first part is the findings that will answer 

the research question, namely the aspect of related history found in the novel. The 

second part is the discussion which will present the arguments related to political 

history in Anna Burns’ novel. 

A. Finding 

After analyzing and closely reading the novel, this research found several 

factual events related to the events in the novel. It can be said their novel tells 

about the history of Northern Ireland in the conflict “the trouble” in the 1970s. 

The historical events in the novel Milkman by Anna Burns lead to violent 

conflicts, as seen in the texts in the novel, which clearly present the history of 

the 1968 tragedy. This presentation covers the historical events of Northern 

Ireland in 1968 and the existence of political conflicts in history that started 

from sectarian conflict. 

1. Time of Occurrence 

History cannot be separated by space and time or is often referred to 

as setting in a literary work because time is one of the elements of history. 

History is always related to chronology and uniqueness. Every historical 

event has a uniqueness that is always different from time to time. In 

Milkman's novel there is no place and time information. So, the first thing 

to look for is to find out the time of the events discussed in Milkman's novel 
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first by looking for the facts in the novel and then juxtaposing it with 

information obtained from various sources. There are several data found 

related to the time of occurrence. There are several data in Milkman's novel 

that show the timeline: 

“This would be a-nineteenth-century book because I did not like the 

twentienth century”. (BURNS, 2018: 10) 

The sentence hints that the story takes place in the 19th century. When 

explaining the story at that time he was 18 years old. Next: 

“I didn‟t own this territory so that meant he was allowed to run in it 

just as much as I was allowed to run in it, just as much as children 

in the Seventies felt entitled to drink their alcohol in it, just as 

slightly older children would later in the Eighties feel justified 

sniffing their glue in it, just as older people again in the Nineties 

would come to inject themselves with heroin in it, just as at present 

the state forces were hiding in it to photograph renouncers of-the-

state.” (BURNS, 2018: 11) 

In the data above, middle sister is talking about the 70's and 90's when 

parks and reservoirs became a gathering place for children who felt they had 

the right to drink alcohol, it was justified to inhale glue there, even parents 

came to inject heroin there as a substitute for alcohol. known that the 

narrator (middle sister). In the book it can be said that he has memory and 

is older in seeing how to tell stories which gives him the right to describe 

the series of activities carried out by children. So, it can be assumed that the 

event occurred after the 1970s. Music is also a way of knowing the timeline 

of events, here's the data: 

“This was when I began to wonder, again, if maybe-boyfriend 

should be going to sunsets, if he should be owning coffee pots, if he 

should like football whilst giving the impression of not liking 

football, no matter I myself didn’t like football but my not liking 
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football, apart from that Match of the Day music, wasn’t the point.” 

(BURNS,2018: 61) 

Match of the day (MOTD) is a program with analysis and highlights of 

the football genre. MOTD also has a dedicated channel for Northern Ireland 

which is produced and broadcast by BBC Northern Ireland. The program 

was first broadcast in the 1980s. (“Match of the Day Begins” BBC). Next: 

“Again this confused me for was I saying then, that I was ashamed 

of him, that mainstream boys, the ones who did fit in, the ones who 

wanted to beat up Julie Covington for singing ‘Only Women Bleed’ 

which they thought was a song about periods when it wasn’t a song 

about periods .... I felt uneasy.” (BURNS, 2018: 61) 

The song "only women Bleed" is included in the best song category 

because many people are enthusiastic about interpreting the meaning of this 

song as seen in the sentence above. It is an Alice Cooper single released in 

April 1970. (Songfacts.com) 

“Considering alone his avowals of devotion towards women, his 

mission of idolatry, his supreme glorification and deification and 

view that on earth in women was the life of things, the breadth of 

things, the cyclicality, essential nature, higher aspect, the best, most 

archetypal and utmost mystery of everything – keeping in mind too, 

this was the NineteenSeventies – there was no way, under normal 

circumstances, he would not have been placed in the category of our 

district’s beyond-the-pales. The reason he wasn’t was because of his 

popularity, but as for this knowing nothing of our political situation, 

and especially given his current criticism of me, I latched 

immediately into that.” (BURNS, 2018: 50) 

Judging from the entire data above, it can be concluded that the events 

that occurred in the novel were in the 1970s and there was a political conflict 

that occurred. So, researchers have found some clues that point to the time 

depicted in Anna Burns' novel Milkman. Here the country or place of 

residence is not clearly stated. However, it is clearly illustrated in the novel 
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about the bombing incident, the presence of religious people, sectarian 

conflicts to the emotional flag symbol. This incident is very descriptive of 

what happened in Northern Ireland in the 1970s. Actually, the problem of 

Northern Ireland has existed since the 12th century. However, this study 

will only discuss the Northern Ireland conflict known as The Trouble in the 

period 1968-1998. This data is consistent with the data found by (Holly 

Wielechowski, 2021: 2) namely Milkman's novel set in the climax of the 

Northern Ireland Troubles of the 1970s where sectarian and political 

violence dominates the local Catholic community, the novel tells a 

disturbing story of stalking and subsequent social exclusion. Against an 18-

year-old girl by local paramilitary figures.  

His novel is replete with threats of violence at every turn and, in a 

community still under the control of the British colonial state. The sentence 

above also describes gloomy times, both threats from interested parties and 

how the political situation dominated those times. The threats include 

sectarian conflict, bombings, curfew restrictions and injustice. 

2. Sectarian Conflict as the Root of Political Conflict 

Sectarianism is bigotry, discrimination or hatred that arises due to 

differences between a group, include differences in religious denominations 

or political factions. The sectarian conflict seen in the novel is a conflict 

between a group and another. The problem that is generally brought up in 

this regard is the unfair treatment of allegations of discrimination against 
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one race which makes the Republic of Ireland eager to get Northern Ireland 

to join the Republic of Ireland. However, Protestants refused and chose to 

remain loyal to England. In the end the conflict expanded because of this 

difference, so this conflict developed into a battle that took many victims.  

The Northern Ireland conflict, or what is known as The Troubles, 

originated from differences in the perspective of ethnicity, which then 

shifted towards religious sentiments and led to political and social 

segregation between Catholic and Protestant communities in Ireland. The 

issue of ethnicity between Nationalists and Unionists emerged in the 16th 

century when there were differences in the views of their ancestors.  

First, the sectarian conflicts that exist in the novel, the Narrator 

describes them through texts that touch on the inter-religious area, which is 

the problem of differences between them. When he was picked up by his 

girlfriend, and when he found out, his girlfriend complained about the 

complicated meeting rules. This can be seen in the data below: 

“This sad and lonely road ran between the religions, and I would 

meet him there, not because he was the opposite religion, for he 

wasn’t, but because it was easier to do that than to have him call for 

me at my door.” (Burns, 2018:59) 

As seen in the data above discusses the area between religions that 

are included in the form of regional sectarianism. This sectarian conflict 

makes one know that her boyfriend can’t pick her up right in front of her 

house, which makes it complicated and dangerous even to the point of lying 

that there is nowhere to go in the area, but that’s not true.  
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From the data above, there are sentences that describe the existence 

of religious-based sectarian conflicts. Northern Ireland conflict or known as 

The Troubles, started from differences in ethnic perspectives, which then 

shifted towards religious sentiments and causes. Segregation of political and 

social relations between the Catholic and Protestant communities in Ireland. 

Nationalists and Unionists emerged in the 16th century when there were 

differences in the views of their ancestors. Nationalists who are Catholic 

believe their ancestors were Celtic, while Unionists, who are mostly 

Protestant, claim that their ancestors were Cruthin. (Dixon, Eamonn, 

O’Kane2011) 

This debate then shifted towards who the first inhabitants of the Irish 

land were. Then this territorial issue continued to become a political debate 

and friction between Unionists and Nationalists. Finally, there was 

discrimination against the division of territory. 

In addition, the majority of Irish people are Catholic, and the 

majority of people in England and Scotland are Protestant. Today, Northern 

Irish society is divided into two main poles: Republicans and Loyalists. 

Republicans want Northern Ireland to be separated from Britain and merged 

into the Catholic Republic of Ireland, while Loyalists want Northern Ireland 

to remain part of Britain, which is predominantly Protestant. Domestic 

conflicts had occurred before Great Britain and Scotland merged into the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain. 
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Narrator describes the time and place that was so harsh in terms of 

violence that occurred between a group and another, this part can be seen in 

the data below: 

“At this time, in this place, when it came to the political problems, 

which included bombs and guns and death and maiming, ordinary 

people said ‘their side did it’ or ‘our side did it,’ or ‘their religion 

did it’ or ‘our religion did it’ or ‘they did it’ or ‘we did it when what 

was really meant was ‘defenders-of the-state did it’ or ‘renouncers-

of-the-state did it’ or ‘the state did it.” (Burns, 2018: 22) 

This data shows that the time and place of events narrated by the 

Narrator are filled with dangerous activities. Injuries to death have become 

commonplace, and sometimes the culprit is unknown. The narrator’s 

expression of this is consistent with the account that In the late 1960s 

tensions, which had simmered for nearly half a century, came to a head, 

though initially over civil rights issues in Northern Ireland rather than over 

the unification of north and south. These events sparked riots in Derry and 

Belfast, and soon Catholic and Protestant neighborhoods in both cities 

turned into virtual forts, “no-go” areas where other sects dared not enter. 

(Storey, 2004: 129) 

Second, in the novel, it is implicitly described about the tension that 

is surrounded by political sensations experienced by middle sisters. This can 

be seen from the data below: 

“An audible ‘click’ sounded as the milkman and I ran by a bush and 

this was a bush I’d run by lots of times without clicks coming out of 

it. I knew it had happened this time because of the milkman and his 

involvement, and by ‘involvement’ I mean connected, and by 
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‘connected’ I mean active rebellion, and by ‘active rebellion’ I mean 

state-enemy renouncer owing to the political problems that existed 

in this place. So now I was to be on file somewhere, in a photograph 

somewhere, as a once unknown, but now certainly known 

associate.” Burns (2018: 11) 

 

From the data above, a clicking sound came from the nearby bushes. 

Stalking in this detailed way is not something untrained there was something 

strong in the scene that caused the Middle Sister to feel uncomfortable and 

threatening. Milkman as a security force provides surveillance and possibly 

others in the community who may be watching. This is one example of how 

the seemingly mundane in this novel is conjured up to convey the complex 

affective atmosphere of city life. Shaped by conflict, surveillance and 

sectarian divisions. Milkman is considered a threatening government person 

as can be seen in the data below: 

“The day Somebody McSomebody put a gun to my breast and called 

me a cat and threatened to shoot me was the same day the milkman 

died. He had been shot by one of the state hit squads and I did not 

care about the shooting of this man. Others did care though, and 

some were those who, in the parlance, ‘knew me to see but not to 

speak to” Burns (2018:1) 

 

McSomebody, who threatened to shoot the narrator in the opening 

line of the novel, suddenly switched to the first person plural while 

threatening him. then there are these groups reflected as a united group, not 

as people united in an honorable and just cause, but as gangs enjoying 

violence. 

A conflict is based on many factors include ethnicity and inequality 

as well as religion which is one of the central dimensions of heterogeneous 

social life. These overlapping factors also affect political significance. 
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Several sources that have influenced the political significance of the 

Northern Ireland conflict, namely: first, religion is integrally tied to the 

strength of the relationship between the church and politicians who then 

work together to represent Unionists and Nationalists in Northern Ireland. 

Second, religion is the limiter and basis for the spread of segregation, just 

as religion shows various sources (books of teachings) to separate groups 

from one another, including religious rituals that build solidarity in the 

community both practically and cognitively for Protestants and Catholics. 

Third, religious ideology does originate from religion, but not theologically, 

and also does not inform the identification of community groups, especially 

Protestants, so that theology and doctrine help formulate the definition of 

identity and political groups for Protestants. (Mitchell, 2006: 1) 

Then, this conflict is not only related to differences but this conflict 

surrounded by political activity are also contained in it. It can be seen when 

middle sister talks with his brother-in-law, who discusses political conflicts 

where life at that time was all political while the main character does not 

understand what his brother-in-law meant. Then, an issue they discussed 

was the question of the two groups or communities that caused political 

problems. This can be seen in the data below: 

“Then it was I learned two things. One was that that long-term rumor 

of a third brother-in-law being in la-la-land as regards the political 

problems were incorrect because he was in touch with what was 

happening politically. In two ways, the community, maybe both 

communities, maybe even the land ‘over the water’ and the land 

‘over the border,’ had moved things on to the tune of the political 
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problems here being referred to now as the sorrows, the losses and 

those other things he had just said they were. ‘Seems I know more 

about the political situation,’ he then said, ‘thank you.” (Burns, 

2018:50) 

Based on the data from Milkman’s novel above, the daily life of the 

characters in the novel cannot be separated from the political problems that 

haunt them. Daily politics are based on rumors that someone can be 

considered to take part in political activity. Besides that, the two 

communities that are across the water and the border have exacerbated the 

situation and made the political situation more perfect and have become 

suffering from losses. Northern Ireland is a country that, in its development, 

is full of conflicts, one of which is a prolonged conflict due to differences 

in interests between groups which has claimed more than 3000 lives.  

As a result of the political monopoly carried out by the Protestant 

community, both the Catholic and Protestant communities carried out 

violent acts under the pretext of defending themselves from threats to each 

other. Below are the impacts that arise as a result of this identity conflict: 

3. Bombing Exploitation in 1970 

The early to mid-1970s was one of the bloodiest eras. This Northern 

Irish sectarianism has made people accustomed to the sound of bombs. 

Below are some data found related to the bombing that occurred in the 

novel, include with data below: 

“After that was the police barracks followed by the house were 

always there was the smell of baking bread. After the bread house 

came the holy women’s house where often they could be heard 
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practicing hymns, not once ‘Ave Maria.’After the holy house came 

the parks & reservoirs through which, even if still light, at this time 

of night, never would I deviate and shortcut through. Instead, I’d go 

a long way round and come to the street and the tiny house of the 

third sister and third brother-in-law. This was the last of my personal 

landmarks because then came the few short residential roads which 

led to my street and my own front door. At present, I was on the rim 

of entering the ten-minute area, which of late had been disturbed 

within its own disturbance by a bomb going off in the center of it. 

Because of this bomb, one of the three churches was no longer 

there.” (Burns, 2018:65) 

From the description above, the Narrator tells the story and shows 

the characteristics of the road he sees when he walks to his home, which he 

calls the 10-minute area. He gave the name 10 minutes because it took him 

about 10 minutes to pass through the road when he rushed because the road 

looked small and gloomy. Furthermore, the Narrator also describes the 

characteristics of the road he walks, and it turns out that there are many 

similarities with the Shankill road. Shankill Road is one of the main roads 

leading to west Belfast in Northern Ireland. It runs through the working 

class, especially loyalists, in the area known as Shankill. The street runs 

west about 1.5 miles (2.4 km) from central Belfast and is lined with shops. 

Residents live on many roads that branch off from the main road (McGrade, 

2017).  

The area along Shankill Road is part of the Court’s constituent 

district. Shankill Road is one of the most famous roads in Belfast, Northern 

Ireland. The road has a history; Shankill road witnessed Belfast during The 

Trouble, including the bombings. The Irish Seanchill, which means ‘old 
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church,’ there has been a settlement in Shankill land for at least a long time 

where it is known as “St Patrick’s Church of the White Ford.” Then, May 

7, 1966, was the first modern UVF attack when a group of men with gasoline 

bombed a Catholic pub, and there were no casualties. 

“After my second meeting in the parks & reservoirs with the 

Milkman, nosey first brother-in-law, who of course had sniffed it 

out, told his wife, my first sister, to tell our mother to come and have 

a talk with me. This was specially recommended after my eldest 

sister’s earlier chat with me hadn’t gone as planned. So she came 

round to see ma, and this was the sister who didn’t love her husband 

because still, she was in grief over her ex-boyfriend. No longer was 

she in grief, however, because he’d cheated on her and taken up with 

a new woman. Now she was in grief because he was dead. He’d been 

killed in a car bomb at work because he’d been the wrong religion 

in the wrong place, and that was another thing that happened. He 

was dead. And sister? My sister. She hadn’t been able to get over 

him when he was living, so I didn’t know how she’d do that now he 

was” (Burns, 2018:40) 

In this regard, the data below clarifies the chronology of the bombings that 

occurred: 

“Not really cars either. Did I know which ones were acceptably 

‘over the water’ and which were a no-no? As for the Blower Bentley, 

even I had come to feel that that vehicle definitely suggested some 

kind of nation-defining emblem – but could it not be possible, I 

wondered – as maybe-boyfriend’s gentle, diplomatic neighbor 

earlier had wondered – for it to qualify as one of those permissible 

crossover exceptions? The angry rumor currently circulating in 

maybe-boyfriend’s area seemed to suggest not. No neutral bits, 

therefore. All traitorous bits, therefore.” 

‘A car bomb blows up and out.’ (Burns, 2018: 85) 
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In the data above, Milkman tells the middle sister that there is a 

device stuck to the exhaust. Then the sister thinks again that the car bomb 

was planted while she was in the factory parking lot and was planted by a 

colleague of a different religion. There were victims who died in the 

bombing incident; as we know that a car bomb is an explosive that is placed 

in a car or truck to be detonated. Bombs of this type are a favorite weapon 

of terrorists, insurgents, and assassins because cars can transport large-

capacity explosives without arousing suspicion.  

As reported in the BBC stated that Neave was killed by a car bomb 

while leaving the parking lot of the House of Commons. The bomb, which 

is said to be highly sophisticated, exploded as Neave started driving the car 

on the exit just before 15:00 GMT. The 63-year-old Conservative MP, 

known for his hardline on anti-IRA security, was taken to Westminster 

Hospital, where he died of his injuries. It is not yet known when the bomb 

was placed in his car, but investigators believe a timer and vibrator - which 

detonated the bomb through motion - were used to confirm the bomb 

exploded as Neave left the Commons (1979: Car bomb kills Airey Neave, 

2005). 

It is common knowledge that Northern Ireland is one of the countries 

where bombings, either car bombs or truck bombs, are still frequent. The 

trouble is the most critical period because the bombing action is also touted 

as a bombing act in the event that resulted in the most casualties during The 
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Troubles. This bombing not only resulted in many casualties but also 

resulted in the death of 3 important state figures. 

4. Legal Equality 

Law is an inseparable part of a country that regulates and provides 

sanctions for a problem. Therefor the law is very important and needed, but 

when the legal system is not carried out according to procedures, it will have 

a negative impact. In this regard, there are several quotations in Milkman’s 

novel that talk about legal inequality, and the Narrator clearly talks about 

the legal situation that prevails there, which can be categorized as kangaroo 

law. This can be seen in the following data: 

 

“There was also that day-to-day business of dirty laundry in public, 

and of the district renouncers laying down their law, their prescripts, 

their ordinances plus punishments for any perceived infringements 

of them. There were beatings, brandings, tar and featherings, 

disappearances, black-eyed, multi-bruised people walking about 

with missing digits who most certainly had those digits only the day 

before. There were two, the impromptu courts held in the district’s 

hutments, also in other disused buildings and houses especially 

friendly to the renouncers.” (Burns, 2018: 92) 

In the data above, the author tries to convey and inform the reader 

about the applicable law at that time which is commonly called the kangaroo 

law. In the novel, John and Mary try to live a civil life as calmly as possible 

but eventually become restless and no longer believe in moral truth. When 

the public first became aware of the legal situation at that time, in 1976 a 

number of Republican Party sympathizers were arrested and imprisoned 
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without any trial. As part of the British Empire, Northern Ireland had the 

privilege of establishing its own parliament that favored Protestantism over 

Catholicism in areas includeemployment, rights of expression, education, 

and voting rights (Wallenfeldt, 2020). 

Furthermore, the data below also discusses the kangaroo law in the 

novel when someone violates the emblem rules of a region: 

“It’s that I’m bewildered,’ he stressed, ‘that anyone from “our side 

of the road” would let their proclivity for car bits override what 

should be an instinctual recoil from the other side’s symbolism and 

badges. And if the local boys should get to hear’ – here he meant the 

renouncers, which meant they would get to hear because he was 

going to make it his duty to tell them – ‘the one who brought that 

flag in might find himself facing some hefty street justice. And what 

of the dead people – all those killed so far in these political 

problems? Is it to be the case then that all of them died in vain?” 

(Burns, 2018:27) 

From the data above, the sister is talking about the dangers of an 

emblem, includea flag entering an area that can result in someone being 

punished. In the data above, the legal process referred to is a court process 

that ignores the principles of law, justice, and legal procedures. According 

to the text of the Northern Ireland parliament, the law or regulation has been 

in existence since 1954 and is part of (Melaugh, n.d.). However, this did not 

become a strong legal basis at the time of The Trouble 1970. Injuries and 

damage were very detrimental to everyone, Looking at Milkman’s text and 

the context that existed at that time, the violence and methods of kangaroo 

law described in Milkman’s novel parallel the history of the trouble in the 
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1980s, explaining the consequences of a lot of violence and the kangaroo 

law leading to hunger strike protests that occurred at that time. 

5. Curfew restrictions 

There are several datas in the novel Milkman where the data about 

curfew restrictions is capitalized as if it were urgent: 

“Women always broke the curfews. That would be the traditional 

women because until recently, there hadn’t been any newfangled 

branch of sisterhood women. This breaking of the curfews, too, 

would be because the traditional women’s patience would have been 

stretched far enough. It would have been over-tried, over-tested, and 

the subsequent snapping of it would be directed towards any group 

of men, any religion, any side of the water, setting up rules and 

regulations, overreaching themselves with their rules and 

regulations, expecting everyone else too – meaning women – to go 

along with the preposterousness of the silliness they had concocted 

as a rationale in their heads.” (Burns, 2018:122) 

 

In the data above, the emergence of women who are engaged in feminist 

activities. Women and children are not considered dangerous and disturbing 

by the paramilitary. The arrival of a woman who is known as an issue 

woman who is known to have broad insight and becomes a facilitator in a 

group even though she comes from a different district. However, this is not 

a problem because women are considered weak and have no power. Finally, 

the women fought with the defectors, then the indigenous women would 

also violate the curfew because they were sick of being dictated to, and 

that’s where the war broke out. 

“CURFEW’S OVER! EVERYBODY IS TO COME OUT! 

CURFEW’S OVER!” (Burns, 2018: 122) 
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“RETURN TO YOUR HOMES. THIS IS NOT A GAME. THIS IS 

THE LAST INTIMATION. OBEY THE SIXTEEN HUNDRED 

HOUR CURFEW. IF YOU ARE NOT OFF THE STREET IN …” 

(Burns, 2018: 123) 

In the Northern Ireland conflict that on 3 July 1970, a 36-hour curfew 

began in the Catholic Lower Falls area of Belfast. The curfew further 

worsened relations with the British Army. As in the Milkman novel data, 

the Narrator says that the early arrival of the defectors was considered 

helpful in dealing with the chaos that ensued; however, it did not last long. 

(Gillespie, 2008: 81) 

There are excerpts of interviews with women mobilizing against the 

soldiers. The British Army came into the equation. In 1970 British troops 

stormed our house. They came in the middle of the night and broke down 

the door. Take people out of bed and search houses destroy the house. So, 

that’s when you start wondering or start wondering. Then it became clear 

we had a Falls curfew in June 1970. We also had ongoing problems with 

Loyalty, especially on Springfield Road. I live just off Springfield Road. So 

we’ve always had that relationship or bond, if you like, living on peace lines. 

Later in, another data says many new IRA recruits shared the same view of 

the British Army before relations with the Catholic community deteriorated 

as a result of acts includedetention without trial in August 1971 or the Falls 

Road curfew in July 1970, which resulted in house searches. Massive, 

seriously. disturbance and death of five people. 
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B. Discussion 

Based on the results of the analysis, it is found that there is a political 

history that dominates and has a parallel relationship with Northern 

Ireland’s political history documents regarding The Trouble in 1968-1998, 

includesectarian conflicts, curfews, bombings, and injustice. Through the 

parallel reading technique, it will be seen the relationship between literary 

works (Anna Burns’ Milkman) as primary data and secondary data (articles, 

magazines, news, newspapers, journals) from the same period. The events 

that occur in Milkman’s novel are closely related to politics that describe 

the political history of Northern Ireland in the 1970s.  

Milkman has also been considered by looking at the background of 

the author who comes from Ireland, previous research believes that this 

novel tells the history of Ireland, this novel is also a reflection of his era as 

well as an expression of the author. Looking at the plot of the story in 

Milkman's novel, the researcher finds that the existence of regional 

segregation is marked by differences in ethnic-religious groups with other 

groups which eventually lead to violent sectarian conflicts.  

This sectarianism led to the emergence of political camps, namely 

the nationalists (the Catholic majority) and the Loyalists (the Protestant 

majority). This was especially evident among Protestants, who for a long 

time occupied positions of domination. It is this difference that causes the 

injustice felt by Republicans to trigger bombings, attacks, and territorial 

sabotage in Ireland. In response to the IRA's rampant actions, the Irish 
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Government issued powers to the police to arrest them without going 

through a judicial process. This policy brought consequences and pressure 

for Catholics in Northern Ireland. As part of the British empire, Northern 

Ireland established its own parliament which adopted policies that tended to 

favor Protestants and exclude Catholics from voting in elections. 

The novel Milkman (2018) is Anna Burns’ third work. Her work 

was awarded the Booker Prize for Fiction in 2018 and made Anna Burns the 

first Irish writer to receive the award. That same year, Milkman also won 

the National Book Critics Circle Fiction Award. Meanwhile, in 2019, Anna 

Burns was shortlisted for the Women’s Award for Fiction, and Milkman 

won the Orwell Prize for Political Fiction. In one of the stories, Burns says 

that the work was not aimed at Northern Ireland but was shown to the 

countries where these events had previously taken place. Northern Ireland 

is one country that has very specific similarities. It is intended to be used as 

a lesson in the future. 

The violence that is almost completely pointless is evident as 

described in the previous section, some of these events being sectarian 

conflicts, bombings, imposition of curfews, and injustices that occurred. But 

it is likely that references to war will color and shape politics for a long time. 

These memories may infect a new generation with ready-made war 

traditions, but the same old warriors can direct their energies, with greater 

effect, into the politics of peace. The echoes of bombs and bullets became 

more common than their emotional closeness. Looking at some of the events 
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that have occurred to date in some Northern Ireland news, this is a result of 

the divisions that occurred in the past. 

The potential is now in Northern Ireland for experiments that matter 

in the wider world. Can two national identities and loyalties be 

accommodated in the same country without repression, rebellion, or 

violence? That the identities of the different conclusions exist can hardly be 

doubted, but the test is whether these can be institutionally acknowledged 

to the satisfaction of both. Furthermore, if Northern Ireland is to escape the 

debilitating tensions of ongoing communal rivalry, space must be given to 

the development of a politics and society that is no longer polarized between 

Protestants and Catholics. 

Furthermore, compared to the previous literature review related to 

the subject matter in chapter two, this study highlights political events in 

Northern Ireland’s history. Suppose the related literature discusses social 

life and gender roles that are considered to have contributed to political 

events in Northern Ireland or else emphasizes gossip as a political archive. 

However, this research is more in-depth in finding the historical facts that 

Anna Burns is trying to tell and its influence on the new historicism 

discourse in the juxtaposition of literary and non-literary works. 

Milkman, as a historical genre novel, provides an overview of 

obscure events in Northern Ireland and makes anyone who reads it wonder 

about the cause and effect of these events. According to the previously 

mentioned verse of the Qur’an with interpretation, QS. Yusuf: 111 Allah 
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reminds us again that in the stories of the prophets and apostles, including 

the story of the Prophet Yusuf, there are messages that must be learned 

and lived by humans. Their stories contain teachings for people of reason. 

Can reduce our chances of making wrong decisions that will harm us. Al-

Qur’an Surah Yusuf: 111 can be interpreted that when you read with full 

awareness, find out, research, and explore its contents, you will be shown 

the right path and filled with peace. Like in life, studying history will 

enrich knowledge and can be used as a form of introspection and 

anticipating bad things so that they don’t happen again. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, after analyzing the historical politic in the novel Milkman by 

Anna Burns, the researcher presents several conclusions and suggestions as follows. 

A. Conclusions 

From the results of the studies, it was found that historical events that 

occurred in the past had an impact in the future, some were good and some 

were bad. This historical event then became an ethnic conflict and then became 

a protracted political conflict so that unwanted violence occurred. Completely 

pointless violence is evident in some of these incidents, namely sectarian 

conflicts, bombings, imposition of curfews and injustices that occurred. If a 

country is to escape the debilitating tensions of ongoing communal rivalry, 

space must be given to the development of a politics and society that is no 

longer polarized between Protestants and Catholics. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher has some suggestions about 

this research: 

1. The researcher suggests that the next researcher can examine the novel 

Milkman by Anna Burns with other research topics because there are 

still few who have researched this object, besides that this novel is very 

interesting. 
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2. The researcher suggests for the students especially the students of 

English and literature department to analyze this novel by using another 

theory. 

3. The researcher hopes that the readers could give advice and correction 

to this research.  
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